The Crop Wind-Energy Experiment (CWEX) provides a platform to investigate the effect of wind turbines and large wind farms on surface fluxes of momentum, heat, moisture, and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ). In 2010 and 2011, eddy covariance flux stations were installed between two lines of turbines at the southwest edge of a large Iowa wind farm from late June to early September. We report changes in fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, latent heat, and CO 2 above a corn canopy after surface air had passed through a single line of turbines. In 2010, our flux stations were placed within a field with homogeneous land management practices (same tillage, cultivar, chemical treatments). We stratify the data according to wind direction, diurnal condition, and turbine operational status. Within these categories, the downwind-upwind flux differences quantify turbine influences at the crop surface. Flux differences were negligible in both westerly wind conditions and when the turbines were non operational. When the flow is perpendicular (southerly) or slightly oblique (southwesterly) to the row of turbines during the day, fluxes of CO 2 and water (H 2 O) are enhanced by a factor of five in the lee of the turbines (from three to five turbine diameter distances downwind from the tower) as compared to a west wind. However, we observe a smaller CO 2 flux increase of 30-40% for these same wind directions when the turbines are off. In the nighttime, there is strong statistical significance that turbine wakes enhance upward CO 2 fluxes and entrain sensible heat toward the crop. The direction of the scalar flux perturbation seems closely associated to the differences in canopy friction velocity. Spectra and co-spectra of momentum components and co-spectra of heat also demonstrate nighttime influence of the wind turbine turbulence at the downwind station.
Introduction
Large wind farms have been constructed across the U.S. Midwest over the last decade, and this expansion is likely to continue (U.S. DOE, 2008; AWEA, 2012) . Much of the land used for turbines in the Midwest also is managed for agricultural purposes in ways that influence roughness height and surface fluxes of heat and moisture. It is likely that management practices such as tillage, crop-type, cultivar, plant density, and chemical application can influence turbine hub-height speed through changes in turbulent coupling. For instance, Barthelmie (1999) , Emeis (2010) , and Stull (1988) describe how surface roughness regulates near-surface wind profiles. Further, Pichugina et al. (2005) and Storm and Basu (2010) discuss surface influences on nighttime speed and directional shear characteristics below and within the turbine rotor layer. Weather prediction models that have parameterizations for wind turbines suggest that the turbines affect near-surface winds, temperature, and moisture (Baidya Roy et al., 2004; Baidya Roy, 2011; Fitch et al., 2012; Fitch et al., 2013a Fitch et al., , 2013b Wang and Prinn, 2010) . A recent paper (Armstrong et al., 2014) has identified a range of potential microclimate and soil effects of wind farms.
Based on experience quantifying flow characteristics around shelterbelts (Wang and Takle, 1995; Wang et al., 2001) , wind turbines are expected to modify the mean and turbulence characteristics of a uniform boundary layer above a crop canopy surface. As a bluff obstacle to the wind, the rotor blades, nacelle, and tower create a localized perturbed pressure field that affects mean flow from the surface to well above the blade diameter. Wind speed reduction and small-scale turbulence created by flow past the blades and nacelle form a wake region that can influence the surface indirectly (by decoupling ambient flow aloft from near-surface flow and by creating waves and pressure fluctuations that are mediated to the surface) and directly when the wake reaches the surface (Rajewski et al., 2013 ). Exchanges of heat, H 2 O, and CO 2 with crops are affected by these changes introduced in the lee of the turbines. The magnitude and locations of these changes are controlled by the turbine characteristics (hub height, rotor diameter, blade style, blade pitch angle, and model-specific thrust and power coefficients) and the ambient conditions (atmospheric stability, wind direction, wind speed, and moisture conditions). The field measurements reported herein quantify fluxes and offer opportunities for verifying numerical and conceptual models of surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat, and gaseous constituents such as CO 2 .
Several numerical simulations of large wind farms demonstrate increased daytime evapotranspiration up to 0.4 mm day −1 or about 10 W m −2 , higher nighttime temperatures (0.5-2 • C), and enhanced downward sensible heat flux of 5 W m −2 to 10 W m −2 (Adams and Keith, 2007; Baidya Roy, 2004 , 2011 Baidya Roy and Traiteur, 2010; Cevarich and Baidya Roy, 2013; Fitch et al., 2013a) . Large-eddy simulation (LES) and 1D surface layer models with wind turbine parameterizations also indicate a 10-15% increase in scalar fluxes in the surface layer below the turbines (Calaf et al., 2011) . Wind tunnel studies by Zhang et al. ( , 2013 of wind turbine arrays in neutral or convective boundary layers depict increased heat flux (up to 24%) immediately around the downwind side of each tower base. From a simulation of turbine wakes during a steady-state stably-stratified period, Lu and Porté-Agel (2011) determine that the downward sensible heat flux is reduced 14-27% of the ambient flux deep within a wind farm array but there is no change in either the surface temperature, nor in the potential temperature profile up to the bottom tip of the turbine rotor.
A few observational studies, primarily using remote sensing techniques instead of in-situ measurements, show how large wind farms can perturb crop microclimate conditions. Zhou et al. (2012a Zhou et al. ( , 2012b used MODIS satellite data to determine that temperatures were 0.5-0.7 • C warmer in the years following construction of several west Texas wind farms. The study documented slight increases in surface albedo and decreases in surface vegetative fraction for each turbine construction "footprint." However, the authors did not report field-scale characteristics related to soils, changes in land use such as rangeland or agricultural activities. Another satellite analysis by Walsh-Thomas et al. (2012) documented similar or more extensive warming from 1982 to 2011 over the San Gorgonio wind farm in California, but the study area was influenced by terrain-induced changes in temperature that may have obscured the specific contribution of the wind farm to changes in surface temperature. Air temperature, relative humidity, and evaporation differences were noted among five surface stations positioned within a 300-turbine wind farm in Western Indiana during the 2011 post harvest period (Henschen et al., 2011) . Unfortunately, no microclimate measurements were provided of undisturbed conditions outside the wind farm. Furthermore, the authors do not describe inherent field-scale variability that may have been caused by land management (e.g. tillage) or soil factors (e.g. temperature, moisture, texture, drainage). Another study in a wind farm located in the U.S. Midwest Smith et al., 2013 ) depicts a weakening nocturnal inversion strength in 80-2 m vertical temperature gradient when turbine wakes are influencing the surface. Measurements were collected over a smooth landscape (z 0 = 0.05 m) before the 2012 crop was planted. Rajewski et al. (2013) suggested that the first step in determining whether turbines influence agricultural crop growth and yield is to determine if influences in key fluxes and canopy flow by wind farms and wind turbines are measureable above natural variations. To address this question we conducted two field measurement campaigns within a large utility scale wind farm in central Iowa during the 2010 and 2011 Crop Wind-Energy Experiment (CWEX-10/11). In this report we specifically address how the wind turbine flow perturbations affect fluxes of heat, moisture, and CO 2 . In Section 2, we present a brief summary of the relevant measurements. In Section 3, we discuss the analyses used to determine the flux differences for turbine-influenced and no-turbine-influenced conditions. Section 4 highlights the results of the flux analysis using conditional binning for several factors (e.g. day/night, wind direction, turbine operational status). We summarize the results in Section 5 and offer additional objectives for future experiments to quantify the influence of wind turbines/large wind farms on crops.
Materials and methods
Flux measurements were made during summers of 2010 and 2011 in the southwest portion of an Iowa wind farm consisting of 1.5-MW turbines with 37 m long blades, and hub height of 80 m. A detailed description of the CWEX deployments is provided in Rajewski et al. (2013) . According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS) soil maps (http://ortho.gis.iastate.edu), our study area included six different loamy soils speckled throughout the study area, each with different water retention and drainage characteristics. Although soil conditions will influence fluxes, crop management practices are also influential. In this report we seek to demonstrate flux changes over and above natural variability due to soil conditions. Because flux stations in 2011 were located in corn fields having different management practices, the present investigation is focused on 2010 data to eliminate influence of crop management practices on flux differences.
The National Laboratory for Agriculture and the Environment (NLAE) provided instruments and data collection for four flux stations in 2010. The University of Colorado (CU) and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) provided a wind profiling light detection and ranging (LiDAR) system downwind of the turbines in 2010 (Aitken et al., 2012) but the LiDAR data was only available for a small subset of the measurement period and therefore is not incorporated into the present analysis of the surface flux data. In 2010, our stations measured fluxes upwind and downwind (prevailing wind being from the south) of a line of turbines from 30 June to 7 September. The reference upwind flux station D) north of a second turbine line, designated as the A line, which provided influences of two lines of turbines for some southerly wind directions. However, only NLAE 1 and NLAE 2 measured concentrations of H 2 O and CO 2 , and so we restrict our analysis in this report to these stations.
CSAT3 sonic anemometers (Campbell Scientific, Logan, Utah) and LI-7500 gas analyzers (Li-Cor, Lincoln, Nebraska) were installed at 6.5 m above the soil surface. QREBS7.1 net radiometers (REBS, Inc., Bellevue, WA) were additionally located at the 6.5 m height for calculation of the surface energy balance, however there were no sensors installed within the soil. A tipping bucket rain gage (Texas Electronics, Dallas, TX) filtered poor-quality data periods and additional temperature and relative humidity probes (HMP-45 C, Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland) installed at 9-m and 5-m above the surface were used to calculate mean air density for the moisture correction to the sensible, latent, and CO 2 fluxes. At installation in late June, the corn crop measured approximately 1.8 m, growing to a maximum height of 2.8 m in the middle of July. The surface roughness varied between 0.1 and 0.4 m approximately estimated as one-tenth of the canopy height (Campbell and Norman, 1998) .
Eddy covariance fluxes are calculated for each 30-min intervals based on 20-Hz time series from the sonic anemometers and the gas analyzers. Corrections were applied to the sonic anemometer tilt angle (Wilczak et al., 2001) , virtual temperature (without the tilt angle) (Schotanus et al., 1983) , and to the H 2 O and CO 2 concentrations from the gas analyzer according to Webb et al. (1980) . Data taken during precipitation events and data from periods having missing values from both the upwind or downwind stations were eliminated (about 19%). We also performed a quality control of the temperature profile measurements at 9 m and 5 m during which we rejected all events (an additional 2%) where T NLAE 2 − T NLAE 1 > | 5 • C| since the temperature and relative humidity profile measurements were used in air density calculation for the corrected fluxes.
Calculations

Surface energy budget considerations
We define the surface energy balance equation as in Leuning et al. (2012) but with slightly rearranged form:
where R net is the net radiation, G is the soil heat flux, H is the sensible heat flux, E is latent heat of evapotranspiration, F c is the energy absorbed/released by CO 2 , and F b is the thermal storage within the crop canopy elements (e.g. leaves, stems, reproductive matter). H, E, F c , and R net were measured, but we did not measure G and F b . We therefore parameterize G as a daytime or nighttime fraction (0.1 or 0.5, respectively)*R net (e.g. Stull, 1988 ). We could not determine F b in the absence of biomass measurements. Canopy storage of heat may be significant to energy closure during several morning hours after sunrise (e.g. Meyers and Hollinger, 2004) . However, we estimated this term to be small (<2 W m −2 ) and therefore neglected F b in our energy budget. Leuning et al. (2012) defines F c (the energy flux of CO 2 ) as F c = f * c − 0.489, where the constant is the CO 2 absorption determined by Blanken et al. (1997) , and f c is the corrected vertical flux of CO 2 . The scatter plot of the energy terms (R net − G vs. H + E + F c ) in Fig. 1 for NLAE 1 and NLAE 2 demonstrated about 95% energy closure. We attribute the satisfactory agreement in our energy budget to using the most updated flux-correction procedures, especially accounting for greater flux capture when using the sonic tilt corrections (Leuning et al., 2012; Wilczak et al., 2001 ).
Selection of periods for creating composites
We calculate the differences of the energy flux of H, E, and f c between the NLAE 2 (downwind of turbine line B) and NLAE 1 (upwind of turbine line B) stations. We analyze the aerodynamic differences between the two stations by comparing the friction velocity (u * ). Each 30-minute time period is classified by the following characteristics: turbine operating status (OFF/ON), surface wind direction, and thermal stratification. We determine turbine operational periods from the turbine Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) data from turbines in the B line. The SCADA nacelle wind speed and instantaneous power are reported in 10-min intervals which we then average to 30-min values to compare to fluxes. We define ON periods as periods when the average power produced by each turbine is greater than 100kW or when the turbine nacelle speed is at or greater than 5 m s −1 . OFF periods are defined as periods when the average power is at or below 0 kW. We compare power values among the three western-most turbines (B1, B2, and B3) in the B line to determine when all turbines were ON or all turbines were OFF. Surface flux reports are eliminated for periods (about 17%) when the SCADA data reveal a combination of some turbines operating and others not. We consider only periods having wind directions that allow turbines B1-B3 to influence our stations.
We find it important to consider both turbine power production and wind speed to quantify turbine status. Turbines may not be turning or in a low power operating state due to low wind speeds. Turbines also may be shut down for maintenance, for safety concerns during a thunderstorm, or when lightning is detected in the vicinity of the wind farm. Even when the turbine is OFF, turbines may influence fluxes because the blades, nacelle and tower create an obstacle to boundary layer flow. Vortices around the blades and towers, albeit small (e.g. Vermeer et al., 2003) , may influence flux measurements, especially for northerly flow conditions when several lines of turbine wakes are contributing to flux perturbations at the southeast edge of the wind farm.
Each 30-minute period is additionally classified according to the downwind (NLAE 2) flux station wind direction. Waked or non-waked wind directions from the flux tower are determined by using an assumption of a 5 • expansion of wakes from the turbine rotor as observed by Barthelmie et al. (2010) and adopted in the analysis of Rajewski et al. (2013) . Fig. 2 presents a graphical interpretation of these wake-direction sectors for each wind turbine over the NLAE 2 flux station. In this study we use winds from WSW, SW, SSW, and S-SSE to evaluate influence of turbines B1-B3 on fluxes measured at NLAE 1. West winds (WEST) provide conditions where fluxes at NLAE 1 and NLAE 2 would be identical except for possible instrument bias or differences in fetch conditions for these two locations. We omit periods having all other wind directions.
We further limit our analysis to daytime and nighttime subperiods when surface radiation conditions are not changing rapidly. We classify a daytime period, DAY, to be when the net radiation from NLAE 1 R net > 300 W m −2 and a nighttime period, NIGHT, when R net < 0 W m −2 . We acknowledge that boundary layer-transition and cloudy periods contribute to crop fluxes, but our goal was to create ensembles of clearly daytime and nighttime periods when fluxes were not changing rapidly due to diurnal or cloudiness effects. 2010 was a wet year so there are fewer opportunities for comparisons based on some specific atmospheric conditions (daytime cloudy vs. daytime clear etc.). 
Analyses of the flux differences composites
We first demonstrate a diurnal range of the flux differences by comparing all wind direction and thermal stratifications when the turbines are ON vs. OFF. Our mean differences in the flux are displayed in Figs. 3-7 in addition to 95% confidence intervals of the flux difference. The confidence intervals of the mean difference are applied analogously to the t-test and Wilcoxon signed Rank tests in detecting turbine impacts of air temperature within large wind farms in Texas (Zhou et al., 2012a) and in California by Baidya Roy and Traituer (2010) .
Secondly we present differences in the fluxes according to typical DAY and NIGHT periods for the aforementioned wake direction indicators from the NLAE 2 station. Table 1 indicates the number of observations collected for each 30 min period with the turbines in the ON and OFF state, ( ON, OFF) the individual turbine direction indicator categories in the on and off state (e.g. B2 ON (SSW), B2 OFF (SSW)), and the no-wake westerly categories for the individual events with the turbines operational (WEST ON) and offline (WEST OFF).
Thirdly we examine the differences in the NLAE 1 and NLAE 2 turbulence transfer efficiencies for each of the fluxes for the ON/OFF comparisons according to the reference thermal stability category at NLAE 1 and the waked wind direction category at NLAE 2. We determine the stability category at the reference NLAE 1 station by adopting the classification in Rajewski et al. (2013) : NEUTRAL for −0.05 ≤ z/L ≤ 0.05, UNSTABLE as z/L < −0.05, and STA-BLE as z/L > 0.05. The turbulence transfer efficiency is a measure of the intensity of the turbulence exchange with the surface. We denote for the composite of the u and v vertical momentum flux in the momentum turbulence transfer efficiency as:
and similar formulation is derived for the turbulence efficiency for the heat, moisture, and CO 2 fluxes (e.g. Roth and Oke, 1995; Moriwaki et al., 2002) :
Spectral analysis detection of turbine perturbation of crop fluxes
One specific time period enables exploration of the spectral response of surface momentum and heat to the turbine impact. During the overnight hours of 27-28 August 2010, hub height winds (as reported by the turbine) were southerly while the reference NLAE 1 station reported south-south-easterly winds, while the turbines were ON from 21:00 to 22:00 LST and OFF for 50-min between 23:00 and 00:00 LST. We compare the power spectra and co-spectra in the ON vs. OFF events for the v-component of variance (v v ), the vertical velocity variance (w w ), the vertical turbulent momentum flux (v w ) and vertical turbulent heat flux (w T ). Power spectra fS v , fS w and the co-spectra fCO vw intensities are normalized by the reference u 2 * . Similarly for the co-spectra of heat (fCO wT ) we normalize by the reference T 2 * where (T * = − H/u * ). For a like manner on the horizontal axis we normalize the frequency by the wind speed (near 2.0 m/s) at the measurement height (6.5 m) to visualize the relative energy scale responsible for each portion of the spectra/co-spectra. The peak spectral intensity and the related normalized frequency are identified at NLAE 1 and NLAE 2 for ease in depicting the turbine impact on the fluxes for the ON and OFF cases. Table 1 Wind direction sectors corresponding to the turbine wake or gap (between turbine) flow for the B1 to B3 turbines on the leading line of turbines at the wind farm. Composites of these direction sectors are included for when the turbines were operational or offline. The number of observations in the DAY and NIGHT cases is included.
Case dir ection
Tu rbine wake 
. Friction velocity
The downwind-upwind difference in friction velocity as a function of time of day depicts a significant impact of turbine operation ( Fig. 3a) , especially at night. We observe nearly a 25-50% increase in u * at NLAE 2 during nighttime hours while turbines are ON as apposed to OFF. In the daytime, however more ambiguity exists, likely due to strong daytime mixing.
When the turbines are OFF, the daytime difference in u * at the downwind station is negligible or at most a few percent decrease (u *NLAE 1 = 0.3 m s −1 ), with a slight increase (u *NLAE 1 = 0.5 m s −1 ) when the turbines are ON. The turbines have a much stronger effect at night than during the day, and when they are ON as opposed to OFF (Fig. 3b) . During westerly cases, when flow is parallel to the row of turbines and the turbines affect neither flux station, no differences in friction velocity are apparent. These ranges of daytime differences (less than 10%) for westerly winds may be negligible for comparison to numerical or wind tunnel simulations but the flux perturbation is 40 times the measurement resolution of the sonic anemometer (e.g. Campbell Scientific, 2014). In the OFF condition the slight decrease of canopy mixing in southwesterly flow may indicate the impact of the perturbation pressure field around the B1 and B2 turbines although the turbine blades remain stationary (Rajewski et al., 2013) .
The highest increase in canopy mixing (25-70%) occurs at night, between the wakes of turbines B1 and B2 and within the B2 wake. In contrast, westerly flow cases and the turbines OFF condition demonstrate <5% higher friction velocity at NLAE 2. For the ON condition, u * increases slightly (<10%) for southerly flow between turbines B2 and B3. Slightly larger u * is also occurs when the B1 turbine wake is overhead of the downwind station. The larger variability markers at these waked or between wake flow categories than for the southerly flow case between the B2 and B3 turbines is related to a smaller sample of observations. We note small to negligible decreases in canopy mixing at NLAE 2 in nocturnal periods with the turbines OFF for flow between the B1 and B2 turbines. These observations, marked with substantial variability, we attribute to a smaller sample size, the intermittency of turbulence, and episodic Kelvin Helmholtz instability.
Sensible heat flux
In the heat flux differences (Fig. 4a) , we observe a uniform but weak downward transport of heat at NLAE 2 for the late evening and first few hours after sunset when the turbines are operational. The 5-10 W m −2 departure of flux likely corresponds to the growth of the stable boundary layer into the layer of air between the top and bottom of the turbine blades. We indicate the strongest influence of the turbine when the ambient scales of turbulence are on the order of the size of the turbine blades (0.5-1.0D). In the last half of the night there is weaker flux difference and we refer to our previous investigation of low level jets as a possible mechanism to dilute the turbine transport of downward heat flux (e.g. Rajewski et al., 2013; Rhodes and Lundquist, 2013) . In the daytime we observe a similar amount of surface cooling of less than 10 W m −2 during the breakup of the temperature inversion when the ambient scales of mixing are the size of the turbine rotor. Flux differences are more variable in the other afternoon periods and for the majority of the day and night hours when the turbines are OFF. Nighttime intermittency in scalar flux is expected whereas in the daytime, moderately unstable conditions contribute to this high variation in the flux.
There is negligible difference in the daytime heat flux for most of the cases for flow in the turbine wake or between two turbines (Fig. 5b) . The daytime reference flux at NLAE 1 is between 50 and 125 W m −2 for most clear-sky conditions. For the southwesterly wind between the B1 and B2 turbine wakes at a distance of about 3.3D the flux difference indicates a small (5-10 W m −2 ) but statistically significant counter gradient downward heat transport when the turbines are in operation. However, when the station is in the wake of turbine B1 there is a similar magnitude but positive upward transport of heat. We believe this result points to the 3-D asymmetry of the turbine wake swirl generated behind the blades: the momentum and heat fluxes also respond to this rotational vortex above the surface. The daytime mean differences in the sensible heat are highly variable among all periods with the turbines OFF and we attribute this behavior in the heat flux to boundary layer-scale mixing (scales of a few hundred to a few thousand meters) as the primary forcing instead of the smaller turbine-scale turbulence.
At night, however, the turbine-scale turbulence (scales on the order of the rotor disk, approximately 80 meters) dominates the ambient boundary layer turbulence having scales of only a few meters. Therefore at night, the turbine influence is distinct, promoting larger downward transport of heat at NLAE 2 (reference flux of −40 W m −2 ). We note weaker downward heat transport (5-10 W m −2 ) within the center of the wakes from turbines B1 and B2 for SSW or the WSW flow condition. Rather, turbine turbulence enhances mixing of heat (by 15-20 W m −2 ) at the edges of the two wakes for the SW direction. All other ON/OFF comparisons outside of this SW window depict flux differences near zero.
Latent heat flux
In contrast to sensible heat flux and momentum flux, the downwind-upwind differences for latent heat flux are ambiguous (Fig. 5a ). At night for both the turbines ON and OFF condition, we observe negligible mean change in the transpiration or condensation between NLAE 1 and NLAE 2. However, there is slightly higher variability when the turbines are operational. In the daytime periods, transpiration increases regardless of turbine status. However, like the sensible heat flux, we expect the larger scales of boundary layer mixing to dilute or mask the turbine influence of the fluxes for the bulk of the afternoon hours plotted.
In our refined wake window direction analysis, (Fig. 5b) we clearly see that latent heat flux increases at NLAE 2 by as much as 60 W m −2 when it is influenced by the B1 turbine during the DAY condition. We believe that at this distance of 5.5D downstream of the B1 turbine, the wake is interacting with the surface to increase the canopy flux by about 10-15% or up to 1.0-2.0 mm day −1 over the reference flux (350 W m −2 ). A similar examination of the surface mean wind speed difference between the downwind and upwind station reveals over a 0.5 m s −1 speed enhancement when the B1 and B2 turbine wakes are influencing the downwind station (figure not shown). We also indicate at NLAE 2 a 5-10% increase in flux in between the B1 and B2 turbine wakes at a distance of about 3.3D for the daytime condition. Latent heat differences are highly variable in the daytime OFF cases and we relate our lack of observations to form a statistical interpretation of the data for these large perturbations. For flow between the B2 and B3 turbines however, there is a peculiar result. We detect <10 W m −2 reduction of flux in the both the ON and OFF conditions and unfortunately we are unable to link this pattern to any individual factor. We believe there is a combination of three primary atmospheric factors (thermal stability, hub height wind speed, and wind direction) leading to a 0.4 m s −1 speed decrease and (6%) reduction in atmospheric conductance at the downwind station. We offer an explanation for one factor in decreasing the latent heat flux, however there may be other physiological factors within the canopy and the soil, which have unknown effects until additional measurements are made within the crop.
At night, there is not a consistent directional factor on the latent heat flux difference. Mean differences are near zero for flow between the B2 and B3 turbine and for the B1 turbine wake in westsouth-westerly wind. We are less confident in the southwesterly flow comparisons for the B2 wake and between the B1 and B2 turbines when the turbines are online. However, the sign difference in the flux (12 to −12 W m −2 ) across the B2 wake may indicate flux perturbation by the rotating wake vortex. The OFF condition is near zero for most of the wake sectors except for the B12G case and we refer to our low number of data points as the cause of the high variability. Westerly winds generate larger flux differences than for other directions that indicate the influence of a turbine. Therefore, we suspect that the turbine perturbation of latent heat during the nighttime is secondary to other physiological factors, which were not measured. These physiological factors likely dominate the transpiration or condensation conditions above the crop.
Carbon dioxide flux
We indicated negligible latent heat flux differences between the downwind and upwind station in the previous section and similarly we cannot clearly define CO2 flux differences over the diurnal cycle (Fig. 6a) . The CO 2 flux differences are less than 0.3 mg m −2 s −1 (positive at night, negative in the day) both in the ON and OFF conditions. However, there is less variation in the differences particularly for several hours during the nighttime before local midnight and again in the mid morning to early afternoon. The highest variation in the fluxes occurs at the transition stages of the boundary layer a few hours before sunrise and again in the mid afternoon with the maximum wind speed above the boundary layer moving to the surface. Mixing is most vigorous at these times and leads to higher variation than in other day or night periods.
In the daytime and nighttime composites, turbines increase nighttime CO 2 respiration by 0.40-0.60 mg m −2 s −1 at the NLAE 2 station for the south-southwesterly and southwesterly wind direction (Fig. 7b) . This category corresponds to a closer downwind distance of turbine B2 (2.8D downwind) and for the flow in between the B1 and B2 turbines at 3.3D downwind of the turbine line. CO 2 flux differences in the OFF cases are near zero except for wind directions between the B1 and B2 turbines, which can be attributed to fewer data points in this directional and turbine status category.
In the day time the edges of the B1 and B2 turbine wakes promote higher CO 2 canopy assimilation (0.3-0.4 mg m −2 s −1 ) and we indicate a slightly larger canopy drawdown (0.5 mg m −2 s −1 ) when the B1 turbine wake is over NLAE 2. We believe there is consistent daytime coupling of turbine-enhanced downward turbulent flux of CO 2 and upward flux of H 2 O for this range of wind directions at approximately 3.0 to 5.5D downstream of the turbines. It is important to note that our turbine cases of wake influence demonstrate 50% or greater downward flux than for the southerly flow case between the B2 and B3 turbines and for westerly, non-wake flow. The daytime CO 2 fluxes in the ON and OFF states are similar for wind directions between southerly and south-south westerly winds and this may indicate that our flux differences are caused by pressure flow perturbations around the turbine line rather than from the turbine-generated turbulence. Further investigation will help isolate the mechanisms responsible for the flux modification. We recognize that CO 2 respiration is both a thermodynamic and dynamic process and so both canopy temperature and soil respiration are important in describing the turbine impact on the CO 2 flux. Unfortunately, we did not measure either of these variables and therefore, this partition of the respiration is omitted from the analyses.
Turbulence transfer efficiency difference composites
Friction velocity
We present the turbulence transfer efficiency difference at NLAE 2 according to the same directional sorting metrics for the flux differences as in Figs. 3b, 4b , 5b, and 6b. Only a small range of wind directions indicates that there is a 5-10% increase in turbulence transfer at the downwind tower for the nighttime stable period ( Fig. 7a) . Otherwise, the transfer efficiency is identical upwind and downwind of the tower when the turbines are operational. The highest variability occurs when the turbines are offline and we note a 10% decrease in the turbulence efficiency at NLAE 2 when winds are out of the southwest. This result is surprising but it may indicate that there is a deceleration of the flow from the pressure field perturbation downstream from the turbine. The turbine blades create an obstacle to the flow even when the rotor is not turning. Additional analysis is needed to confirm this conceptual idea.
Sensible heat flux
The turbulence transfer efficiency of heat in Fig. 7b demonstrates alternating increases or decreases at the NLAE 2 station especially in the OFF turbine condition. The only meaningful difference of the flux efficiency in the ON condition is seen in STABLE conditions for southwesterly wind direction indicating a 10-15% increase in turbulence on the edges of the B1 and B2 turbine wakes. Heat is most easily transported in the wake for this condition whereas for southerly to south-south-easterly flow between the B2 and B3 turbine wakes and for wake transport from the B1 turbine, there is little efficiency difference between the two flux stations. As we expect, heat transfer efficiency differences are low in the daytime condition as the scales of turbulence (several hundred meters to a few kilometers) are dominated by buoyant eddies. The turbine scale of mixing is therefore unable to perturb ambient heat flux in this strongly mixed condition.
Latent heat flux
Turbulence transfer efficiencies of moisture are similar at the upwind and downwind station for most directional and stability categories with the turbines ON and OFF. We observe a 10-20% increase in the transfer at NLAE 2 for southwesterly wind for nighttime stable conditions and this is the location on the turbine wake edges from the B1 and B2 turbines (Fig. 7c) . A 10% increase in the transfer efficiency is also indicated when the B1 turbine wake influences the downwind station at a distance of 5.5D. This pattern is contradictory to the latent heat flux difference as the mean difference is maybe <10 W m −2 . Through our determination of the turbulence transfer efficiency, we posit that the turbine has the ability to modify nighttime transport of vapor. However, the flux of latent heat is dependent on other factors besides the vertical moisture gradient between the canopy and the atmosphere. Therefore, other studies are warranted to determine the other physiological processes in the crop that are influencing the differences in the latent heat flux.
CO 2 flux
In the transfer efficiency of CO 2 our results indicate that the turbine-turbulence is only responsible for the perturbation during the nighttime stable conditions and for the southwesterly wind direction (Fig. 7d) . We again interpret this difference as the edges of the B1 and B2 turbine wakes facilitate this mixing of carbon dioxide. Similarly as for the transfer of momentum and heat, we relate the blade-sized scales of the turbine-turbulence to be more efficient in modifying the near surface exchanges of CO 2 when the ambient turbulence scales are a few to tens of meters.
Spectral analysis of turbine impact on fluxes
Comparison of power spectra
The nighttime spectral analysis of momentum components and vertical heat transport provide clear evidence of the turbine influence at the downwind station. In the power spectra of v (fS v /u −2 * ) ( Fig. 8a and b ) a 50% increase in the peak intensity at the downwind station occurs when the turbines are in operation. The frequency of peak intensity also shifts to smaller-sized eddies at the downwind station, from 0.025 fz/u to near 0.05 fz/u. Similar features occur in the power spectra of u (figure not shown). The spectral differences are negligible when the turbines were off (Fig. 8c and d) , although at that time, two hours later, the influence of a nighttime low-level jet has increased surface wind speed and therefore the velocity variance. While the turbines are OFF, differences between the peak intensity are within 10% and no discernable shifts in the length scale for this peak spectral band emerge.
Our measurements indicate up to an 80% increase in the wpower spectra (fS w /u −2 * ) when the turbines are ON. However, there is no clear shift in the turbulent scale of the peak energy portion of the spectrum (figure not shown). For the offline case we observe a negligible station difference in the peak spectral intensity (<10%) and a very small change in the frequency band pertaining to the peak at NLAE 2. The combination of turbine influences in both the horizontal and vertical scales of the energy spectra suggests an influence on the co-spectra of momentum and heat.
Comparison of co-spectra
The vw-co-spectra in Fig. 9a and b also depict higher spectral intensity (by as much as 80%) at the downwind station when the turbines are operational than for when the wind farm is offline ( Fig. 9c and d) . Enhanced intensity and shifting of the peak energy band to smaller scales from 0.06 fz/u to 0.09 fz/u at the downwind station agree with the higher fluxes reported in Fig. 3 and Fig. 8 . In the OFF condition the peak intensity at NLAE 2 is within 5% of NLAE 1, but there may also be a weak shift to larger scales of motion.
The turbine effect is also evident in the turbulent heat flux ( Fig. 10a and b) . The downwind station has 25% higher spectral peak intensity than the reference station and the energy scale of this peak is also shifted considerably to the right of the ambient station position. However, when the turbines are offline the peak spectral difference between the two stations is within 5% and there is no shift in the energy scale for this band.
Discussion
Canopy fluxes of momentum, heat, moisture, and carbon dioxide can be modified directly by the enhanced turbulence in the wake, by the reduction of vertical mixing underneath the turbine wake, or by influences of the static pressure field between each line of turbines. Previous analyses (Zhou et al., 2012a and 2012b; Baidya Roy et al., 2004; Baidya Roy, 2011; Baidya Roy and Traiteur, 2010) suggest that wind farm impacts on surface temperatures are most discernible at night. Our results show some evidence in the daytime that a turbine wake can perturb H 2 O and CO 2 fluxes at a distance of 5.5D downstream. This 5.5D location indicates some expansion of the wake, although it is unlikely that the wake has reached the canopy surface. We report about an 8-12% increase in daytime CO 2 penetration from the influence of the B1 or B2 turbines, but this is smaller than the difference of CO 2 flux (12-20%) between two corn fields, one irrigated and one dry-land farmed each with a different corn hybrid as reported in Suyker et al. (2004) . However, individual events occur when flux perturbations attributed to turbines may match or exceed those related to other field-scale heterogeneities.
Among the CO 2 flux differences in the ON and OFF cases, we notice similar magnitudes of the flux difference. One possible explanation of the conflicting results is the flow perturbations around obstacles (e.g. Wang et al., 2001) . That is, even motionless turbines in a relatively homogeneous boundary layer likely have some influence on all the energy and CO 2 surface fluxes. Our results demonstrate that this perturbation is strongest behind an individual turbine and not across the whole line of turbines. This may indicate that the static pressure field behind each turbine measurably perturbs the flow, regardless of whether the turbines are operational or offline (Rajewski et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2009 ). Turbine tower shadow effects of over-speeding flow below and between turbine rotors have been previously reported among smallerscale turbines (e.g. Ainslie, 1988; Whale et al., 1996) and detected recently in Hirth and Schoeder Ka-band radar imagery (2013) .
At night, CO 2 respiration and sensible heating are enhanced by the turbines when the wake is both directly overhead the flux station at a distance of 5.5D downstream from the turbine or when the outside edge of the wake is above the station at a distance of 2.8-3.3D downstream from the turbine. Our estimates of the nighttime turbine-perturbed heat flux are in reasonable agreement with numerical studies that parameterize the momentum sink and turbulence sources of the turbines (Baidya Roy et al., 2004; Baidya Roy, 2011; Fitch et al., 2012; Fitch et al., 2013a) . The representation of the flux differences also is comparable to the scaled wind tunnel experimental results (Chamorro and Porté-Agel, 2010; Zhang et al., , 2013 . We observe an increased (more negative) heat flux at NLAE 2 unlike the decreased (less negative) flux demonstrated in the nocturnal LES simulation of Lu and Porté-Agel (2011) , noting that the simulation used an infinite turbine array for deep wind farm impacts while we studied the effect of the first row of turbines. It is plausible that for the more oblique wind directions from the southeast or east-southeast our measurements would be responding to a reduction in the scalar flux from the influence of multiple lines of turbines southeast and east-southeast of the CWEX study area.
The spectral analyses substantiate our nighttime flux difference composites presented in the previous two sections. This case study provides a sample of power spectra and co-spectral differences between the upwind and downwind towers whereas other aspects of this data are reserved for future reports. These spectra are difficult to compare with wind tunnel or simulationgenerated spectra because those results are focused on the rotor depth above the surface. An increase in the power spectra by up to 6× the ambient are possible within 5.0-10.0D downstream of a turbine (Chamorro and Porté-Agel, 2009; Markfort et al., 2012; . Conversely, our surface measurements taken at NLAE 2 are only about 2.8D downstream from the B3 turbine and show similarities to the 2-5× increase of the ambient spectra at hub height within a distance of 1D downstream (Crespo and Hernández, 1996) . Further spectral analyses (multiple cases for several wind directions and or speeds of the turbine) are needed to better understand the three dimensional asymmetries of the interaction of the turbine-generated turbulence and ambient scales of turbulence.
We find agreement in our results and in our conceptual model of turbine-turbulence more efficiently perturbing the nighttime scales of above-canopy mixing. We provide some insights from previously reported work on the connection to u * and scalar flux. The wind tunnel studies of Zhang et al. ( , 2013 report how the aligned turbine arrays give alternating patches of higher (lower) scalar flux on the left (right) cross-wind side of the turbine wakes for daytime boundary layer situations. This may correspond to the downward sweep induced by the blades on the left side of a turbine rotating clockwise and a corresponding upward sweep on the right side of the rotor (e.g. Yang et al., 2012) . These upward and downward sweeps would mark the edge of the blade-tip vortices, which undergo expansion and a helical rotation around the downwind side of the turbines to create the turbulence in the wake (Connell and George, 1982) . The vortex rotation is opposite of the rotation of the turbine blades to conserve angular momentum. Field detection of these wake vortices from operational turbines is very limited, so our understanding of the structure and evolution of the wake is developed from wind tunnel or numerical simulations. reported that for neutral or convective boundary layer conditions, the tip vortices are present at a distance of 3D downwind of the turbine, whereas by 5D there is complete dissipation of these motions. Our field measurements demonstrated some agreement to those daytime findings, yet we believe that some coherent structure of the wake influences the surface fluxes at a distance of greater than 5D downwind, at least at night. Under a south-westerly wind direction, NLAE 2 may be influenced by the left side of the B2 turbine wake, and therefore, the sign in the flux difference is not consistent with what we expect inside the wake. Calaf et al., (2011) in their numerical simulations commented on two opposing forces on the sensible heat flux perturbation. In a fully developed turbine-wake boundary layer, the turbine wakes increase u * beyond the top of the blades (u *hi ) whereas below the turbines, the speed reduction in the wake leads to a decrease in the friction velocity (u *low ). This ratio of u *hi /u *low will control how the scalar flux will change near the surface. We did not observe this effect in our data as we only compared effects on the upwind and downwind side of one line of turbines. 
Conclusion
Surface fluxes measured upwind and downwind of a line of turbines give evidence of conditional crop microclimate modification by individual wind turbines. Our results show that the turbines did not contribute to sensible heat flux during the day at levels measurably above ambient. Concurrent differences in daytime latent fluxes are significant at a distance of 3-5D downstream of a turbine and we have evidence that transpiration may be enhanced at most around 1 mm day −1 . Daytime CO 2 fluxes exhibit a small but not statistically significant enhancement with turbine activity when the turbines are ON as compared to when the turbines are OFF. However, our flux difference comparisons of the ON cases to westerly winds indicate a potentially five-fold increase in CO 2 flux at a distance of 5.5D downstream of the turbine. Conversely, at night the ambient turbulence is enhanced by the mixing generated from the turbines. Both sensible heat flux and CO 2 respiration are increased 1.5-2 times the reference magnitude. We could not discern any major differences in the latent heat flux at night.
Although we observe changes in the CO 2 and H 2 O fluxes above the canopy, we did not measure biophysical changes within the crop. Therefore we could not determine the overall impact of wind turbines and wind farms on yield. There is weak evidence that the daytime CO 2 uptake can be increased for fields that are within a location of 5.5D from a turbine, but we have higher confidence that nighttime respiration is enhanced in the lee of the turbine line. Respiration may also be increased by turbines causing a larger pressure pumping of the soil surface and release of CO 2 out of the crop canopy (e.g. Takle et al., 2004) .
Extrapolating these flux differences after one row of turbines to a large wind farm of several rows is difficult. We expect changes in the turbine mixing as the wind moves through additional turbines within the wind farm. The nonlinear turbulence interactions between multiple wakes could either enhance the effects described here, or the multiple-wake interactions could saturate the effects on fluxes. Future studies would require several measurement systems within and above the crop canopy at multiple locations upwind and downwind of multiple turbine lines to ascertain what physiological and yield impacts are possible from large wind farms. The data presented here suggest two competing effects: an enhanced downward flux of CO 2 into the canopy during the daytime and a comparable or higher nocturnal venting of CO 2 (via increased mixing and a warmer nighttime temperature) oppose each other and limit the aggregate benefit to corn yield. Although we investigated the grain yield both north and south of the turbine line, the spatial field-scale variability was within ±5 bushels/acre. Quantifying the perceived impact of wind farms on crop yield remains a topic for future field experimentation.
We give recognition to one farm manager who shared their yield monitor information for the 2010 growing season. The SCADA data provided by the owner of the meteorological observations within the wind farm was also a beneficial component in conducting this analysis.
